Chapter 44: particle physics and cosmology
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History of fundamental particles
Particle accelerators and detectors
Particles and interactions
Quarks and the eightfold way
The standard model and beyond
The expanding universe
The beginning of time

Brief history of particle physics
Electron – discovered in 1897 by J. J. Thompson.
Proton – discovery attributed to Rutherford in 1919.
Photon – described by Einstein in 1905 using the ideas of Planck.
Neutron – discovered by James Chadwick in 1932 via bombardment
experiments.
Positron – discovered by Carl D. Anderson in 1932 from observations of
particles bombarding the Earth.

The idea of particle/antiparticle creation and annihilation was based on the
Dirac equation formulated in 1928 by Paul Dirac.

Photons as electromagnetic force carriers
Charged-particle interactions are mediated by photons.
The uncertainty principle says that a state existing for a short time Dt has an
uncertainty in its energy DE, where

Thus, a photon with energy DE can be created without any delivered energy
provided that it lives no longer than the time Dt as described by the
uncertainty relation.
A photon that can exist for a short time because of this energy uncertainty is
called a virtual photon.

Feynman diagram

Mesons as nuclear force carriers
The nuclear interaction between two nucleons can be modeled by the Yukawa
potential energy function,
where f is a constant that characterizes the strength of the
interaction and r0 determines the range of the potential.
Mesons are the force mediators between nucleons. Mesons have mass and
they can also carry charge. The range of a meson’s nuclear force is related to
the meson’s lifetime (a virtual particle), where

The minimum necessary uncertainty in energy DE to create the meson is

The mass of the meson follows as

Particle accelerators
A linear accelerator accelerates particles in a straight line. A cathode-ray
tube was an early linear accelerator with electron energies around 25 keV.
The Facility for Advanced Accelerator Experimental Tests (FACET) at SLAC
hosts a modern linear accelerator can accelerate electrons to 50 GeV.

A cyclotron accelerates particles in stages, by circling the them in a magnetic
field while oscillating an electric field as shown.

The radius and angular speed of the cyclotron are given by
and

Synchrotrons
For even higher energies, larger accelerators must be built. Linear accelerators
would be too long, and cyclotrons are limited by their radius. Thus large
curved accelerators are built called synchrotrons.
The accelerator ring of the Large Hadron Collider in Switzerland has a
diameter of 8.5 km and can accelerate particles with energies in the TeV range.

Available energy
Note that not all the kinetic energy of the incident particles is available to form
new particle states.
The maximum available energy is the kinetic energy in the frame of reference
in which the total momentum is zero.
For example target particle with mass M is initially at rest and is bombarded
by a particle with mass m and total energy Em. The total available energy Ea in
the center-of-momentum system is
When the particles have equal masses, this equation reduces to
When the kinetic energy is much greater than the rest energy, mc2 ≪ Em, we
can make the approximation
By colliding to beams of equal energy traveling in opposite directions, we can
maximize the available energy.

Cosmic ray detectors
Cosmic rays continually bombard the Earth and so we can detect these
particles as well as new particles created by bombardment of our atmosphere.
Land based particle stations at the north and south poles help negate the
protective nature of Earths magnetic field against charged particles. Balloons,
rockets, and satellites are also used to detect cosmic particles before they enter
our atmosphere.

Neutral particles can be detected on the surface of
earth. The IceCube experiment is at the south pole,
but not for reasons concerning Earth’s magnetic
field. This experiment has many detectors drilled
into a big array in Antarctica’s icy surface to detect
the light given off by neutrinos bombarding water
molecules!

Four interactions and their particles
1. The strong interaction
Mediating particle – gluon
2. The electromagnetic interaction
Mediating particle – photon
3. The weak interaction
Mediating particle – Weak boson (W+, W–, Z0)
4. The gravitational interaction
Mediating particle – graviton (hypothetical)

Four interactions and their particles

(hypothetical)

Leptons
There are six types of lepton particles, and each type has its own antiparticle.

Note that leptons do not interact via the strong force. The more massive and
unstable leptons, muon and tau, have relatively long lifetimes because their
decay is mediated by the weak interaction.
Leptons obey a conservation principle. In all interactions, each lepton number
is separately conserved.
Example: m– decay

How many different kinds of leptons are known to exist, including
antiparticles as different kinds?

A. 6
B. 8
C. 10
D. 12

Hadrons
There are many types of hadron particles, each with its own antiparticle. The
hadrons are made up of quarks and subject to the strong interaction.
Mesons are made from two quarks and are bosons. Baryons are made from
three quarks and are fermions. Baryon number is conserved.

Hadrons are divided into two subgroups called

A. nucleons and leptons.
B. leptons and mesons.
C. mesons and leptons.
D. mesons and baryons.

Strangeness
When the K mesons and the L and S hyperons (massive baryon particles
similar to nucleons), they had unusual properties relative to the particles
previously discovered. Thus, they were called the “strange particles.”
These strange particles have long lifetimes, always are produced in mesonhyperon pairs, and can appear to have more than one lifetime (strong
interaction and weak interaction lifetime).
Strangeness is conserved in strong interactions but it can change by zero or
one unit in weak interactions (conditional conservation law).
Strangeness is conserved in the following production processes:

Strangeness is not conserved in the following decay processes:

Conditional conservation laws
There are many absolute conservations laws. The classical conservation laws
of energy, momentum, and angular momentum. The electric charge is also
always conserved.
Conditional conservation laws occur in particle physics, where the weak
interaction violates such laws. Three conditional conservation laws follow:
Strangness – conserved in strong interactions, but not conserved in weak
interactions.
Isospin – conserved in strong interactions, but not conserved in weak
interactions.
Parity – conserved in strong interactions and electromagnetic interactions, but
not conserved in weak interactions.

Consider the decay π+ → μ+ + g. This decay is

A. allowed.
B. forbidden because conservation of baryon number is violated.
C. forbidden because conservation of mass is violated.
D. forbidden because conservation of lepton numbers is violated.

Consider the decay π0 → μ− + e+. This decay is

A. allowed.
B. forbidden because conservation of baryon number is violated.
C. forbidden because conservation of mass is violated.
D. forbidden because conservation of lepton numbers is violated.

Quarks
Murray Gell-Mann proposed that hadrons are made of a more fundamental
particle called the quark, where baryons are made of three quarks and mesons
are made of two quarks.
Note that George Zweig actually first proposed that baryons are made of three
particles, which he called the three aces.
There are six quarks and each quark has an antiquark. The up, down, and
strange quarks are called the three “original” quarks. The three other quarks
are the charm, top, and bottom quarks.

Eightfold way
The S and
way.

values for baryons have a symmetry pattern called the eightfold

The left graph shows this symmetry, and the right graph shows the quark
content of these baryons.

Meson symmetry
There is a similar eightfold way symmetry pattern observed for the nine spinzero mesons.

Each particle is on the opposite side of the hexagon from its antiparticle. Each
of the three particles in the center is its own antiparticle.
The current state of experimental evidence in particle physics allows for the
current interpretation (called the standard model) being presented in this set of
slides to be considered a correct picture.

Given that the reaction n + π+ → p can occur and that the quark
composition of the neutron is udd and that of the proton is uud, what must
be the quark composition of the π+ meson?

A. du
B. ud
C. dd
D. uu

Consider the possibility that a neutron could decay into a proton and a
pion. What, if any, of the following conservation laws would this process
violate?

A. conservation of energy
B. conservation of charge
C. conservation of baryon number
D. conservation of lepton number

What is the quark composition of the proton?

A. uud
B. udd
C. uud
D. udd

What is the quark composition of the neutron?

A. uud
B. udd
C. uud
D. udd

Colorcharge, gluons, and interactions
Each quark comes in three varieties called colorcharge, where quarks can
carry the colorcharge of either red, green, or blue.
The attractive interactions among quarks are mediated by the massless spin 1
boson called a gluon. Unlike photons that don’t carry electric charge, gluons
carry colorcharge (a color–anticolor combination).
A baryon contains all three colorcharges; one red, one green, and one blue.
Thus, baryons have no net colorcharge.

Electroweak unification
Photons (electromagnetic force carriers) have no mass, while the W± and Z0
bosons (weak force carriers) have masses of approximately 100 GeV/c2.
The mass difference makes the two types of force carriers behave differently
at low energies. At high energies, the photon and weak bosons converge to a
single interaction (confirmed by observing proton antiproton collision
experiments).
The biggest challenge with the electroweak theory was the apparent breaking
of symmetry, where photons have no mass while weak bosons are quite
massive.
Thus, the Higgs boson was proposed, which gives particles mass. The Higgs
boson doesn’t interact with the photon, but it does interact with the W± and Z0
bosons. The Higgs boson was observed at the Large Hadron Collider.
Some suspect at even higher energies, the strong force and weak force carriers
converge to a single interaction. These explanations are a type of grand
unification theory.

Which of the following are considered to be truly elementary particles?

A. electrons
B. protons.
C. pions.
D. neutrons.

Expanding universe and redshifted light.
You may hear about and expanding universe in the news. This is based on the
observed shift in wavelength (Doppler effect) of spectral lines emitted by
galaxies,

Solving for the velocity of galaxy based on the wavelength shift by the
Doppler effect of special relativity (under this assumption alone) gives,

We observe a redshift in the wavelength according to the special theory of
relativity. There is also an effect from general relativity that is assumed to case
a red shift.

Hubble law from observed Doppler shifts
Analysis of redshifts from many distant galaxies led Edwin Hubble to an early
conclusion; the speed of recession of a galaxy is proportional to its distance
from us,
This equation is called Hubble’s law, where H0 is the Hubble constant.

The slope of the line in the graph is the Hubble constant, H0 = 2.3×10−18 s−1.

Cosmology
Cosmology is the study of the entire universe.
We make certain assumptions when making cosmological observations. The
cosmological principal states that the universe looks more or less the same, no
matter where in the universe we are located.
A commonly accepted assumption is that the universe came into existence
through the big bang. The age of the universe is estimated by observing
galaxies far far away, from the Hubble law, we get an estimate of 1.4×1010 yr.
Note that by using the Hubble law, we assume that there is no change in the
velocities after the big bang (no acceleration term in the Hubble law).

The expansion of the space inbetween
According to the theory of general relativity, the increased wavelength is not
caused by a Doppler shift as the universe expands into a previously empty
void. Instead, the increase comes from the expansion of space itself and
everything in intergalactic space, including the wavelengths of light.
Basically, any length that is
measured in intergalactic
space is proportional to so the
wavelength of light traveling
to us from a distant galaxy
increases along with every
other dimension as the
universe expands,

Critical density (expansion, static, contraction)
If the universe isn’t expanding at a fast enough rate (and also not accelerating
away), then it could contract. This idea is called the “big crunch,” where the
escape velocity of all objects is not enough for gravitational forces to pull it all
back together.
Assuming a spherically symmetric universe with total mass M, the total
nonrelativistic mechanical energy for a mass m in our galaxy is

(1) E > 0 – expanding; (2) E = 0 – static; (3) E < 0 – contracting.
For a static universe,
formula,

. Substituting the spherical mass density
, into the static universe condition gives

Using the Hubble law, the critical density (expanding below it and contracting
above it) becomes

.

If the density of the universe is less than the critical density, then the total
energy of the universe is

A. zero.
B. positive.
C. negative.

Dark matter and dark energy
Most of the matter in the universe is not luminous and does not emit
electromagnetic radiation of any kind. Only about 17% of the matter observed
to make up our universe is luminous matter.
Some proposed candidates for dark matter are WIMPs (weakly interacting
massive particles) which are hypothetical subatomic particles not yet produced
in accelerator experiments, and MACHOs (massive compact halo objects)
which include objects such as black holes that form “halos” around galaxies.
The total mass of the universe, including dark matter, is only about 27.4% of
the critical density. Thus, the universe will expand. We also observe that its
expansion is much faster than in the past (according to observations of distant
galaxies) which implies that the universe is accelerating.
The repulsion that causes this
acceleration is called dark energy.

Dark matter was initially proposed to explain

A. stellar nebulae.
B. the expansion of the universe.
C. black holes.
D. the velocities of stars and gases in spiral galaxy arms.

Dark energy was discovered as astronomers studied

A. weakly interacting massive particles.
B. black holes.
C. redshift of distant galaxies.
D. the motion of galaxies within galactic clusters.

The early universe

At sufficiently high energies and short distances, it is assumed that gravitation
becomes unified with the other three interactions. The distance, called the
Planck length
The Planck time follows as

.

